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ABSTRACT: 
 India is an excellent and differing nation with an 
enormous populace of more than 1.3 billion individuals. More 
than 50 million of these people rely upon pay created by 
sugar-related ventures and an expected 35 million ranchers 
develop sugarcane on their property.  

Consistently, towards the finish of the rainstorm 
season, up to an a large portion of a million battling 
subsistence ranchers and their families will leave their 
inadequately inundated land behind and travel to states like 
Maharashtra and Karnataka where sugarcane develops in 

wealth, because of a huge system of dams.  
 Frequently venturing for a considerable length of time by bull truck, they have been going to these 
locales for more than 40 years. From November to March, they will complete backbreaking, poorly paid 
work during the yearly sugarcane gather. Toward the finish, all things considered, there is a genuine 
probability that because of debasement they may not get paid what they are owed. However they travel 
from a far distance since they have to accommodate their families, and frantically trust in a superior life. 
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INTRODUCTION  
The dry spell inclined Solapur 
locale in western 
Maharashtra, which has the 
most elevated number of 
sugar industrial facilities in 
the state (33), has at last 
chosen to end development of 
the water-swallowing 
sugarcane crop, with its 
authority saying the territory 
under development for the 
harvest won't be permitted to 
surpass the current 2 lakh 
hectares. The current 
ranchers have additionally 
been approached to change to 
trickle water system from  

flood water system, as it could 
spare almost 60% of the water 
used. Dribble water system 
spares utilization of water by 
permitting it to stream it 
gradually into the dirt or the 
roots legitimately.  
"It might be absolutist, however 
we have asked banks not to offer 
credit to any rancher, who has not 
changed to trickle. On the off 
chance that a few banks do as 
such, we won't give them any 
appropriation. One can't hold 
lakhs of individuals to payment to 
profit a couple," said Tukaram 
Mundhe, authority of Solapur, for 
whom the move is vital 
considering his intend to make 
the area drinking water shortage 
free by 2016.  

Specialists have, for quite a long 
time, encouraged the state to 
apply brakes on the mushrooming 
of sugar manufacturing plants and 
sugarcane development, 
particularly territories 
confronting water emergency. 
Think about this: one hectare of 
sugarcane requires almost 3,300 
tankers of water (one tanker of 
10,000 liters) for a year, while 
different harvests can do with 
only 400 to 450 such tankers. For 
example, the water expected to 
develop one hectare of sugarcane 
is equivalent to 12 hectares of rabi 
crop. 
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 There are signs that the state, which is confronting an agrarian emergency, may, as well, make 
trickle water system compulsory in stages for sugarcane development. Sources said the state is relied 
upon to interface intrigue free advances to trickle water system to boost it further. "Yield designs must 
change. There must be better usage of water and expanded mindfulness with the goal that regions, for 
example, Solapur and Osmanabad move away from sugarcane development. It is on our motivation and 
will be a piece of our dry season free town conspire, which is moving the concentration from contract-
driven enormous dams to water shed improvement programs," said boss priest Devendra Fadnavis.  
 Ranchers have favored sugarcane development for quite a long time, as it guarantees a decent 
cost and in light of the fact that they have been individuals from sugar co-agents. Be that as it may, with 
private sugar plants gobbling up the portion of co-agents and market unpredictability, recently, 
sugarcane, as well, has not been getting the guaranteed cost. With legislators owning the vast majority 
of the sugarcane industrial facilities, it is not yet clear what stand the administration will take on 
sugarcane development. 
 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND  
 The territory which currently frames Solapur region prior shaped a piece of Ahmednagar, Pune 
and Satara locale . Solapur region is the combination of Maharashtra state and Karnataka state. The 
Solapur District was administered by different traditions, for example, Andhrabhratyas, Chalukyas, 
Rashtrakutas, Yadavas and Bahamanis. Ongoing examination work, in any case, shows that the name 
Solapur isn't gotten from the assemblage of sixteen towns. It is obvious from the engravings of Shiva 
yogi Shri Siddheshwar of the hour of the Kalachuristis of Kalyani, that the town was called Sonnalage 
which came to be articulated as Sonnalagi. A Sanskrit engraving dated Shake 1238 (Shalivan Calinder), 
after the defeat of the Yadavas found at Kamati in Mohol shows that the town was known as Sonalipur. 
During the Muslim time frame, the town was known as Sandalpur. In this way the British rulers 
articulated Solapur as Sholapur and henceforth the name of the locale.  
 It implies that sugarcane harvest and sugar production lines in all talukas of Solapur region, 
potentially aside from those in Karmala and Malshiras are unviable, infringing upon the MWIC report 
and against judicious water the board. There is some expansion to the water accessible in these bowls 
(18B, 19A and 19B) after execution of Ujani dam and between bowl moves. In any case, that despite 
everything doesn't legitimize any harvests like sugarcane or setting up of sugar manufacturing plants. 
MWIC clears expresses that extra water ought to be spread over the talukas to profit greatest ranchers. 
Sugarcane development unmistakably won't support that cause.  
 The region under sugarcane in Solapur at its high as of late was 1.79 lakh ha in 2011-12, which 
is 19.46 % of net planted region of 9.2 lakh ha in the area (see table 3 in Annex). Of the net inundated 
zone of 2.52 ha in Solapur, sugarcane removes 71.03%, path over the judicious 5% endorsed in 
Maharashtra. Plainly sugarcane has been removing unbalanced portion of water of the locale, at the 
expense of the remainder of the ranchers.  
 Water Consumption of Sugarcane and Sugar processing plants Considering profitability of 81 
tons of sugarcane for each hectare[7], the stick squashed during 2012-13 involved 155 864 hectares in 
Solapur. Taking into account that ratoon sort of sugarcane requires 168.75 lakh liters water per hectare 
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at farm[8], which is the least water prerequisite among assorted types, (40% of sugarcane in 
Maharashtra is under ratoon type development), measure of water required for developing sugarcane 
on 155 864 hectares of zone in Solapur works out to be 2630 Million Cubic Meters. This is 1.73 
occasions the live stockpiling limit of Ujani Dam (Live Storage: 1517 MCM), the biggest supply in Bhima 
bowl and third biggest repository of Maharashtra.  
 New Sugar processing plants arranged in Solapur! To add to this, at any rate 19 new sugar 
processing plants (see subtleties in Table 4) are arranged in Solapur[12]. Huge numbers of these are 
private sugar industrial facilities and are possessed by legislators. Sakhar Diary 2013 gives the areas 
and limits of these processing plants. A portion of these manufacturing plants have additionally gotten 
separation certificates[13] from the Sugar Commissioner's office, Maharashtra showing that they are at 
a propelled leeway organize at the state level. Together, these new processing plants will include 
pulverizing limit of 85.52 Lakh huge amounts of sugarcane. Madha, some portion of the voting public of 
Union Agriculture serve Sharad Pawar, is in the front line of getting new sugar manufacturing plants. It 
has 3 existing processing plants and has 5 new ones arranged, 2 by government officials. 
 

 
 
LOCATION  
 The Solapur locale is situated in North western piece of Maharashtra state. The Solapur region is 
limited by 17° 10' north to 18° 32' North scope and 74°10' east to 76°15' East longitude. The normal 
tallness of Solapur area from mean ocean level shifts from 500 meters to 800 meters. It is limited from 
the North by Osmanabad locale and Ahmednagar area, on the North-East by Satara region and at the 
South and East it has normal limit of Karanataka state.  
 The Solapur area has an unpredictable shape. The normal length of the Solapur area is 180 k.m. 
what's more, it spread into East Akkalkot tahsil to west Malshiras tahsil and generally, squarish width 
100 kilometer is spread between Sangola tahsil in the South to Karmala tahsil in the North. The all out 
geological zone of Solapur locale is 14895 square kilometer and it covers 4.84 % territory of 
Maharashtra state. 
 
SOILS 
  The land reasonableness of yields relies generally upon these physical qualities of soil. The dirt 
of the Solapur area is basically of Deccan Trap Volcanic beginning. The dirt in the locale can be ordered 
into three classes based on shading. I) Kali or Black soil II) Tambadi or Red soil III) Gray soil About 50 
% region is canvassed by Black soil in Karmala taluka and staying by Red and light soil. The 
Mangalwedha and Sangola are basically light darker and grayish dark and shallow. 
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CLIMATIC CONDITION  
A) Temperature  
 Solapur locale is situated in dry season inclined region and hot tropical area. So the temperature 
of the area is hot and high. The chilly climate initiates towards the finish of November when 
temperature starts to diminish quickly. December is the coldest month with every day most extreme 
temperature about 27ºC and the mean day by day least temperature at about 13ºC. The warmth during 
summer is serious and most extreme temperature now and again goes up to about 43ºC. In stormy 
season month to month greatest temperature for July and August is 33.7ºC and 31ºC. towards the finish 
of September; 
 
B) Rainfall Rainfall  
 as the essential natural parameter has made an assortment of cultivating endeavors types or 
frameworks of agribusiness. It is the predominant single climate component affecting the force and area 
of cultivating 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 Temperature month Mean Monthly Maximum and least 
Temperature [2005] Minimum temperature in º c Maximum 28 framework and the rancher's selection 
of undertakings. The precipitation of Solapur locale is exceptionally low and lopsided. The 
dissemination of precipitation in Solapur locale is described by three sorts of precipitation area. a. High 
precipitation locale [more than 600 mm] b. Middle precipitation district [between 500 - 600 mm] c. Low 
precipitation locale [less than 500 mm]  
 Stream bowls of Solapur Normal rainstorm (June-Oct) precipitation in Solapur area is 560 mm, 
in 2012 storm the precipitation was 412 mm[5]. Solapur has a place with five diverse sub bowls as 
portrayed by the Maharashtra Water and Irrigation Commission (MWIC) Report (June 1999). Among 
these five sub bowls, the MWIC report depicts 4 sub bowls Bhima downstream Ujani (18B), Seena (19A) 
and Bori Benetura (19B) as profoundly lacking considering the water accessibility from every single 
regular source. If it's not too much trouble see Annex1 Table 1 for subtleties. 86.6% of Solapur region, 
excepting portions of Karmala and Malshiras talukas, fall right now waterway bowls. 
 
Growth of Population  
 The development of populace in a territory is dictated by three fundamental factors in 
particular births, passings and movement. The distinction among births and passings is called normal 
increment in populace and with thinking about births, passings and movement (in relocation or out 
movement) is called all out populace development. With the end goal of investigation absolute populace 
development is considered. The number of inhabitants in Solapur District is 3.3 percent of the 
Maharashtra state populace. It expanded from 1980 to 2001. It was close around 3849543 out of 2000-
01. Table No 2.3 shows the Population of the locale since 1980-2001. Populace study as indicated by the 
Solapur area Officer the accompanying joined reference chart is critical to the development of populace 
in the tahsil of Solapur District. There is an extremely enormous development of populace in North 
Solapur, Pandharpur and Malshiras talukas, Then comparative development of populace in a tahsils of 
Barshi, Madha, Sangola and South Solapur.  
 The populace in different tahsils like Karmala, Akkalkot, Mangalwedha, is low. There is meets 
absence of water, laborers and the executives. The atmosphere there isn't reasonable for farming. The 
ultra present day innovation in agribusiness isn't created in these tahsils. The development of populace 
and absolute populace in North Solapur taluka is high in light of the fact that Solapur city is 
remembered for this taluka. 
 
AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS  
 The advancement of high yielding assortments, improved strategy for crop treatment and the 
use of new methods for sickness and bugs control are dynamic organic systems that expansion 
generation per hectare. Horticulture actualizes assume an essential job in upgrading the efficiency of 
land. The water system under examination has the strength of customary executes. The most recent two 
decades have in any case, saw generous increment in the mechanical actualizes in Solapur District. 
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Agriculture Machinery  
 One of the significant specialized advancements during the post autonomy period has been the 
utilization of mechanical capacity to agribusiness. The system of agribusiness in India just methods the 
utilization of tractors and force worked siphon sets. The advanced farming actualizes utilized in the 
area under investigation locale are oil motors, electrical siphons, sugarcane smashers, tractors and 
others. Oil motors are utilized for lifting water from stream, well and they are consistently expanding. 
There were 19681 oil motors in 1980-81 and they are currently 7464 oil motors in 2000-01. 
 
Sugarcane Crushers  
 Gur making is a country customary industry in the area. Already, the sugarcane smashers were 
bullocks driven, however now they are worked with the assistance of oil motors or by power. In 1980-
81, there were 1123 smashers and out of them 1064 worked by power and 59 worked by bullocks. In 
2000-01 the quantities of smashers driven by bullocks have diminished and there has been slight 
increment in the quantity of smashers worked by power. Be that as it may, the complete quantities of 
sugar stick smashers have expanded from 1123 to 1781 during the 1980-2001. This expansion might be 
credited to increment in the territory under sugarcane because of increment in the irrigational offices in 
the locale. 
 
Tractors  
 With the utilization of tractors, many ranch actualizes driven by bullocks were improved while 
other was supplanted by better and progressively effective executes. In the areas, the quantity of 
tractors was just 429 out of 1980-81 however it expanded to 3747 tractors in 2000-01. The grouping of 
tractors in certain watered regions in South Solapur is more while low in Barshi tahsils on the other, 
while, the quantity of tractors is moderate in Madha, Mohol Mangalwedha and Karmala tahsil of Solapur 
locale. 
 
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK  
 Transportation and correspondence is a list of social and monetary advancement in a specific 
area, in light of the fact that the vast majority of the financial and social exercises are decidedly affected 
by the system framework accessible in that locale. As far as railroads, the Solapur locale is stopped 
lucky to have sizable length of absolute rail line lines. As referenced before the region has the absolute 
length of railroad line 452.60 kilometer inside locale, yet 126.90 kilometer is under development from 
limited check to Broad measure. 
 
POLITICAL POLICIES  
 Sugarcane is the essential money crop in the state. Most by far of sugar processes in 
Maharashtra are cultivator cooperatives. Political control has been a trademark highlight since the main 
agreeable sugar plant in the state was built up during the 1950s. There are presently 185 sugar 
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processes in activity in Maharashtra, of which over 90% are cooperatives. In an agreeable factory, 
ranchers get shares relative to the measure of land they claim. An offer qualifies a rancher for offer a 
predetermined measure of stick to the factory, and obliges the plant to purchase that measure of stick. 
The value paid to ranchers for providing the stick is an immediate marker of factory benefits and 
misfortunes, as every single lingering guarantee are balanced utilizing the last value paid per ton of 
stick. State and national governments vigorously control the sugar business. Open assets are utilized to 
set up plants, give bailouts when factories face dangers of chapter 11 and give financed credits to 
activity. Sugar plants have monopsony power under the direction zone or zoning framework, whereby 
ranchers who have land in a specific zone can just offer stick to the allocated factory in that district, and 
the plant can just purchase stick from the ranchers in its order territory. Stick Price floors are set by 
state and national governments; these typically don't tie in Maharashtra. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
 Solapur: The dry season in Solapur region has influenced the stick cultivators. Ranchers have 
evacuated sugarcane in the seriously dry spell influenced districts of the state to bolster their animals 
as other green grains were not accessible. The inaccessibility of sugarcane is probably going to hamper 
many sugar processes this season. The get together political race and different variables have brought 
about a deferral in beginning of the devastating season. As indicated by the reports, stick pounding will 
start after Diwali as it were.  
 The 2012-13 sugarcane pulverizing season (which continues for 160 days [3] from generally 
fifteenth October) has as of late closed. It might be enlightening to take a gander at the figures of the 
sugarcane squashed by sugar processing plants in Solapur, one of the most noticeably awful dry spell 
hit areas in the state. Directly, Solapur has in excess of 200 dairy cattle camps, one of the most elevated 
in the state, and in excess of 141 towns which are completely reliant on tankers for drinking water.  
 Solapur and Sugarcane: Solapur has the most noteworthy number of sugar production lines in 
Maharashtra. During 2012-13 (most recent smashing figures as on eleventh April 2013), 126.25 Lakh 
tons stick was squashed in Solapur locale alone in its 28 sugar factories[4]. The region represents the 
most extreme 18.25% of the stick squashed in the state during 2012-13. In 2012-13, a year that was 
called as a 'dry spell year, more terrible than 1972 dry season', Solapur added 4 new sugar production 
lines to its realm. 
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